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Running in Place 
This past month, we saw a lot of volatility in the markets as investors digested 
a plethora of news: from virus surges and their impact on the economy, to 
second quarter earnings, to plans for school re-openings across the country. 
The end result? The markets are doing a bit of running in place; exhausting to 
say the least. Overall, both the S&P 500 and DJI moved up modestly for the 
month (~4%/1%). The S&P is trading just about break even and the DJI down 
~8.6%, YTD. Volatility, after spiking significantly mid-month, is back down to 
levels reached in early June. We unfortunately, expect to see more of this 
over the next few months as we navigate our way through what’s become the 
new “normal” and we learn to co-exist with our new friend, COVID, who looks 
to be staying for a while.  

Virus Hot Spots Abound, Who Will Be Next? 

US cases of COVID have surpassed 4.4mil. and our country now leads the 
world in the most cases. The Virus seems to be migrating around the US; cases 
are now surging in the south. FL, MS, LA, AL, GA and TN now have the highest 
case counts per 100K people in the country. CA’s high case counts have 
backed way off from levels earlier this month. We are finding that in the 
absence of a national plan, like those of European countries, states and 
counties are going it alone in deciding when or if to roll back re-openings, 
when to mandate masks and when to fine those for not complying. While we 
take comfort that local authorities at state and county levels, for the most 
part, are stepping in to manage as best they can; we find the absence of a 
cohesive national plan troubling when it comes to containing the virus and 
moving the economy forward in a more certain and organized fashion.  

Employment Slowing Amidst Virus Surge; Stimulus Props up Economy 

US GDP contracted a staggering 32.9% (y/y) in Q2, Europe declined 40.3%. US 
continuing unemployment claims now sit at about 17 mil., down from nearly 
25 mil. in early May. The rate of decline has slowed in recent weeks and this 
week saw an uptick as new jobless claims outpaced hiring. Most vulnerable 
are the employees of service-oriented stores, salons, bars and restaurants.  
What’s helped keep the economy from sinking further to date has been the 
government stimulus that’s pushed an additional $600 a week to 
unemployment claimants as well as the one-time stimulus checks. The house 
is now debating a new stimulus bill that would change this to $200 per week, 
though, the bill could also provide another $1200 per eligible adult and up to 
$1200 for up to three dependents.  

Back to School? Maybe Not… 

Throwing another wrench in the spokes, grade schools, colleges and 
universities are rapidly changing direction for fall learning. Locally, we are set 
to begin the 20-21 school year in less than two weeks and most of CA will be 
starting virtually. The long-term impacts of distant learning are far reaching 
and affect adults and children alike. Parents forced to work from home (if 
able), part-time, or stop working altogether to teach their children could have 
lasting effects for decades. Google recently announced plans to delay return 



to work through July 2021, citing the need for flexibility for its employees and 
the changing environment.  

Don’t Underestimate the Power of the Fed, Fiscal Policy or Vaccines  

The Fed has been a steadfast and instrumental support through the pandemic 
to date -- from cutting interest rates to almost zero, to buying public bonds to 
stabilize the markets to various lending programs. The US has also dished out 
more stimulus support than any other country to keep its economy afloat. 
Another $1-3.5 trillion stimulus plan is in the works, which, thanks to near 
zero interest rates, has low borrowing costs. Finally, we’ve got big pharma 
companies working at groundbreaking speed to produce vaccines with 
massive support from the government; with three vaccines in advanced trials, 
25 in clinical evaluation and 139 in preclinical evaluation according to WHO. 
Additionally, other treatments, like antibody plasma, that could get fast track 
approval from the FDA. Because of these colossal efforts, we have not lost 
faith in the resilience of the economy and have believe we will come out the 
other side of this.  

 

PLANNING 

Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) Update 

Currently before the House is a new stimulus bill with fresh funding through 
the Paycheck Protection Program (PPP). Herein, $190 bil. would be available 
for small businesses to apply for a second loan. $100 bil. would be available or 
seasonal businesses or those in low-income areas. Still in the air is whether 
small business will be able to take deductions for associated expenses and 
wages associated with participation in the program. For example, if a business 
took $100,000 in payroll relief and is in a 20% tax bracket, can that business 
also deduct $100,000 from expenses, saving $20,000 in taxes. There is still 
much to hammer out so it may take some weeks before both sides come to 
agreement.  
 

SEP IRA Contributions 
This is a friendly reminder for those of you who have filed a tax extension, you 
have until 10/15/20 to make your final 2019 SEP contributions.  
 

TEAM UPDATES 
We are excited to announce that Brett Agnew is the third member of our 
team to obtain his Charter Financial Planner (CFP®) designation! This is a 
designation that is obtained by only 20% of advisors and we are so very proud 
of Brett for his drive & commitment, for putting in the hours and for all of the 
sacrifices along the way to make this happen.   
 
Here is a picture of the team gathering together for a socially distant 
celebration of our newest CFP last week: 



 
 
Lastly, if you ever have any questions about the market or want to discuss 
your advisory accounts, please do not hesitate to reach out to Michelle Ross, 
our Director of Investments. She authors most the content in our 2 Cents 
newsletter as well as the newly released Quarterly for our Advisory clients.  

 
 
Kristin & Team  
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